By Michael Wrisley

"I was a choice of picking between a peanut farmer and a jockey," Paul Petri, postgraduate architectural engineering major, said.

"We need someone who stands for something," Mike Wood, junior, mechanical engineering major.

These are just a few of the views expressed by Cal Poly students yesterday after casting their votes for the 69th President of the United States.

Students were polled in the University Union, Sierra Madre Dormitory, and Tropicana, a strong showing of students created a line throughout most of the afternoon.

When students were asked if they felt the choices on the ballot for national and local candidates adequately represented their views, "No," was the answer given by most.

"I wasn't satisfied with the choices for President," explained Willie Huff, ASI president, a junior, English major and a Republican Party member.

Bill Gould, a freshman graphic communications major and a registered independent, said, "Jimmy Carter said that 5 percent inflation is unacceptable when he came to office four years ago. Look at it now."

"Adaptable, but not great," were the words of Michelle Lambre, a senior, sociology major and a registered Democrat, concerning President's candidacies.

About 20 percent of the students polled said they had voted absentee in the county where their parents lived. Most of the students who voted absentee said they didn't vote on any of the local issues because they felt out of touch with them.

Lori Heyderson, a sophomore dietetics major and a Republican, said the reason she didn't vote on the local issues was because she wasn't informed.

"Didn't know enough," said Marcelle Alldaffie a junior business major and Republican, concerning the local issues in her hometown.

"A lot of people complain about the lack of choice for presidents, but it is a tough job," said Charlie Dana, second year architecture major and a Republican, in expressing a seldom heard view.

"Not much information on campus about the local issues," said Sharon Davis a junior home economics major and registered Democrat. Davis felt that the campus media (The Daily and KQPR) didn't shoulder the responsibility they have to the public to present both sides of the issues.

CFA leaders battle with CSUC system chiefs

BY CYNTHIA BARAKATT

A faculty union leader criticized a proposed cut in sabbatical funding and stressed the need for funding in the area of faculty development when he addressed the state university system's Board of Trustees Monday.

President of the Congress of Faculty Associations Dr. William Crist attacked the California State University and Colleges chancellor's staff for requesting a cut of $442,097 in funding faculty sabbaticals.

Crist said the CFA has longstanding support for a faculty development and an increase in faculty sabbatical funding for faculty at the assistant professor level. The CFA has held a faculty development program for faculty at the assistant professor level since 1978.
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — President-elect Ronald Reagan told Iran on Thursday that it will not profit by waiting for the United States' presidential transition before releasing the 52 American hostages.

He said he is willing to do all he can to help win freedom for the 52 Americans, held in Iran for more than a year, but "we are not going to intrude" on negotiations during the final months of President Carter's administration.

He said he wouldn't offer any "ideas of my own" if I thought for one minute that it could take for one minute delay their release," emphasizing, "I hope the Iranians will not have any idea there will be any profit to them in waiting," for his inauguration Jan. 20.

Reagan started his first press conference since the election. Reagan also called economics "the issue of the campaign," and said he will move to implement a freeze in the federal work force and a 10 percent tax cut. He said it would be fine with him if Congress started to work on the tax cut during the lame duck session that begins Nov. 12.

Reagan acknowledged a "compromise of considerable reservations from Soviet leaders and warned the Soviets that in that negotiations, control, he would not ignore Soviet actions in other areas of world relations.

SALEM, Ore. (AP) — U.S. Sen. Mark Hatfield, R-Ore., will introduce a bill to forbid election officials from mailing ballots to all polls in the United States are closed. Oregon Secretary of State Norm Paulus said Thursday.

Mrs. Paulus said Hatfield agreed to introduce the measure as part of a program to be unconstitutions. "social chameen of the U.S." a UC lawyer defended the program as part of a second Reconstruction signed into law by President Carter's Council on Wage and Price Stability, prepared his resignation on the day before the election, in which Carter's hopes for four another years were buried in a Reagan landslide.

While he prepared to return to his professorial role at Cornell University, Kahn, in an interview with The Associated Press, talked of frustration on the job, a loss of clout in the Carter Administration, and Reagan's chance to tame the roaring inflation that bedeviled the democratic president.

"The perceptions and policies of the president have not solved the fundamental inflation problem," Kahn said.

"The one quality the president has not had is the ability to talk to people publicly the way he does in small groups," he said of his professorial role at Cornell University.
Archy honored in design contest

A Cal Poly senior architecture major John Spotorno was awarded the Archy prize as the top undergraduate architecture student in the nation. Spotorno won the award for designing a convention center located at New York City's west side.

CSSA reforms moving

DAVE BRACKNEY  Staff Writer

Cal Poly got a boost Wednesday in its efforts to reform the California State Student Association when U.S. Vice President Dick Furse announced that a controversial CSSA representative may soon be leaving the group.

Furse told the U.S. Senate Wednesday night that Steve Glazier, one of the CSSA's Sacramento representative, is seeking a new job, and thus may soon leave the troubled group.

The Senate is mulling the resignation of Glazier, who has been involved in the CSSA's efforts to influence the state Legislature on matter concerning the California State University and Colleges.

Glazier's resignation is being sought by many, including ASI President Wilf Huff, who feels Glazier is to remain an active member of the CSSA.

When the Senate passed a resolution calling for Glazier's resignation two weeks ago, Huff said the other reforms he sought would be insignificant if Glazier did not resign.

Forester told the Mustang Daily, however, that Glazier has been job-hunting for several months, even before the current controversy erupted. This means Glazier may remain with the CSSA for some time to come. However, Glazier's resignation would substantially increase Cal Poly's chances of regaining an active CSSA member.

In addition to Glazier's resignation, the Senate is asking the CSSA to end its efforts to influence the state Legislature on matter concerning the California State University and Colleges.

Glazier's resignation is being sought by many, including ASI President Wilf Huff, who feels Glazier is to remain an active member of the CSSA. When the Senate passed a resolution calling for Glazier's resignation two weeks ago, Huff said the other reforms he sought would be insignificant if Glazier did not resign.

Glazier did not resign. Forester told the Mustang Daily, however, that Glazier has been job-hunting for several months, even before the current controversy erupted. This means Glazier may remain with the CSSA for some time to come. However, Glazier's resignation would substantially increase Cal Poly's chances of regaining an active CSSA member.

In addition to Glazier's resignation, the Senate is asking the CSSA to end its efforts to influence the state Legislature on matter concerning the California State University and Colleges.

Glazier's resignation is being sought by many, including ASI President Wilf Huff, who feels Glazier is to remain an active member of the CSSA. When the Senate passed a resolution calling for Glazier's resignation two weeks ago, Huff said the other reforms he sought would be insignificant if Glazier did not resign.

Prof. gives life, 100 pints of blood

BY MARY KIRWAN  Staff Writer

Saying lives has become a routine part of Cal Poly instructor Bill Loper's life. After 23 years, Loper donated his 100th pint of blood Oct. 29 and was awarded a plaque from Tri-County Blood Bank.

Since 1956 Loper has donated blood at least four times a year. He is the second man in San Luis Obispo to donate 100 pints of blood and is one of five in San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara and Ventura counties.

"I've done it so long on a regular basis I don't even have to look at the calendar. When I'm about due, I know it," Loper, an agricultural engineer professor said he doesn't donate blood to Tri-Counties' campus blood drives because they are always in "good shape." Instead, he gives to more needy blood banks such as the Old Fellow Lodge which contains 22 accounts, 29 of which were opened by Loper.

Loper began giving blood at the end of his first teaching year at Cal Poly. "I don't know why I started. It was just something I could do to help. One hundred pints became a personal goal. Now I got a new one of 150. I hope to reach 200 gallons before age shunts me off," according to Loper, donors may not give blood past the age of 68.

Loper said he is proud of his unique gift and hopes to influence others to donate.

BARGAINS

For the Do-It-Yourself Mechanic

1 Set 1500 Piston Rings ................................... $15.95
Standard Shocks for VW ................................... $15.00 ea.
Carburetor Kit VW ........................................ $6.95 ea.
MG ................................................................. $6.95 ea.
Datsun ......................................................... $6.95 ea.
Toyota ........................................................... $6.95 ea.
VW Axel Boots ................................................ $5.00 ea.
VW Allegro 1300 & 1600 ................................... $5.00 ea.
VW Piston and Liner Set ................................... $7.00 ea.
Crank Shafts 1600 or 40 horse ........................ $50.00 ea.

3 GUYS FOREIGN AUTO

Mon.-Fri. 8-5 Sat. 9-1

304 Higuera 541-6474

A CAR STEREO SALE

Because the Dragon Overbought

Take advantage of the lowest prices ever on auto cassettes, radios and speakers in stock in our two stores. Pioneer, JBL, Sony, Panasonic, Magnadyne and Jensen auto stereo equipment. Bring in this ad and get 10% off before the Dragon overbought.

With any stereo purchased, you get a FREE Dragon World T-Shirt.

CAJUN STEREO

2550 Broad St. San Luis Obispo
1739 Shell Beach

544-5700

773-5222
The brothers of Delta Tau Fraternity recently sponsored a marathon, 168-hour Pong-A-Thon, to raise funds for the Loma Vista School for the handicapped. While the play has ended, Delta Tau is still heavily involved with the collection of funds from pledges made by students, businesses, and people from around the entire area. Clockwise from the top left, Laura Boyer assists Jimmy Watkins (left) and Daphne Anderson. Senior industrial engineering major Tom Eads intently eyes the ball. Eads lends a helping hand to Roy Evans as DTers Dave Pruhs and Ralph "Dogno" Modugno look on. Delta Tau President Carl Voss pulls his ping-pong shift. Boyer and Watkins eagerly await their next shot. Eads and Voss involved in an intense game, as pledge Mike Warner carries out his duties.

Photos by Rick Sample
DIXON, III. - Phi-Quick! What famous political leader received people from drowning in the Rock River and hovered over one poor swimmer until he was pulled to safety? Answer: Ronald Reagan, the 40th president of the United States and leader of the Free World, who...
Cheerleaders surprise grid fans

The Mustang's seven spirit-inducing cheerleaders admit they surprised most of the crowd when they premiered at the recent home football game against Puget Sound Sound.

"Nobody knew we even had cheerleaders," said one of the girls. "It was a last minute thing," chimed another. Last minute means three weeks ago when tryouts, initiated by the student department, led to the selection of the seven girl squad, explained Becky Secrist, the group's coordinator.

Along with the other six cheerleaders - Dana Endren, Kim Adams, Carol Griswold, Karen Anderson, Tracy Ohayzer and Melanie Tschida - Secrist replaced previous squads that operated as part of the now defunct rally club that was supported by ASI. This year's squad has not received any subsidy from ASI, Secrist said.

"The first week we put in 8,000 hours," Secrist quipped, "but just now in about seven weeks a hard practice and on Saturday...".

The group's coordination with the band and the crowd was a little shaky during their first performance, she said, particularly during unsuccessful attempts to organize the famous "horserace" cheer - which concludes with the girls displaying a horseshoe strategically sewn on their shirts. Since then, she said, the squad has refined their approach to getting the crowd going.

While all but one of the girls were cheerleaders in high school they've dumped those cheers.

"It's totally different at college games. Most of our cheers are short, one word yells," Secrist said. "The squad is also working hard to avoid the typical cheerleading stereotypes."

"As soon as someone finds out you are a cheerleader, all of a sudden you're measured up," one girl complained.

"We're not trying to stand out on the field as loudmouths and sexy, another added.

To estimate, girls made 'effective' on the crowd"... the only way we judge their tryouts."

"The real motivation to get people going," one girl said. "But the girls claim the crowd is not easy to get excited when the team is losing 4 more than our team, loud part of the crowd is indisciplined."

"It's not just you and the crowd," one said. "It's you and the crowd for the teams."

Me, take another exam? Are you crazy!??

The Navy officer information team will be administering interviews and testing for careers in Naval Aviation. Testing Nov. 12, 14, 16, 8-5 p.m. Interviews: Nov. 12, 14. Navy Aviation Van in P.E. building parking lot 8-5 p.m.

Q. The Navy Officer Qualification Test (NOQT) is a test of what?
A. Not necessarily.

If you're majoring in engineering or another technical area, we would expect you to do better on the test than an Inner Mongolian Cultural Arts major, but you won't be better if you haven't taken the test. If you haven't taken the test, you can't do better on the test than a test taken by a test-taker.

WISMER & BECKER IS COMING 
ATTENTION GRADUATES! WISMER & BECKER IS COMING 

ATTENTION GRADUATES! WISMER & BECKER IS COMING 

WISMER & BECKER is a major contract engineering firm headquartered in beautiful Sacramento. We provide a broad spectrum of construction skills for electrical and mechanical installations on large power plants and industrial facilities. Along with construction we are also involved in turnkey computer-aided projects. Our goal is to be the best has resulted in us becoming an industry leader.

We're growing, and this growth is open to any bright, talented people to continue our success. At the present time we are offering opportunities in the following disciplines:

- Electrical/Mechanical Engineers
- Construction Technology

Make the most of what Wismer & Becker can offer you in terms of training, benefits, career development, and personal recognition. Recruiters will be in the College Placement Center on Wednesday, November 12, 1980.

Cheerleader Carot Griswold is one of seven girls recently chosen to spark the crowd's enthusiasm at Mustang athletic events.

The Progressive Audio Store
1300 Higuera St., San Luis Obispo
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* SPECIAL OFFER *
8" x 10" COLOR ENLARGEMENT
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A little ‘Magic’ in search of a rainbow

By Lisa Asato

"If happy little bluebirds fly beyond the rainbow, why, oh why can’t I?"

Somehow, Magic epitomizes that young, native-California girl caught in the middle of a daydream. Their own version of "Over the Rainbow" has been requested so much that RCPR disc jockeys won’t play it.

Between its regular appearances at Howard Johnson’s Inn, Key Largo, and at the Hob Nob Restaurant, and its locally distributed album Magic, the group has made quite a name for itself on the Central Coast.

The album contains music written by Robert Lehnert, who also sings and plays rhythm guitar for the band. The only non-original song is "Over the Rainbow," sung by Mandy LeMoine. The songs which have been receiving the most airplay are "So Called Friend," "It’s Not Easy," and "Really Really.

Next week, Magic will have a chance at the rainbow.

Representatives from the Detroit Diversified Management Agency (DMA) will attend a Santa Barbara concert showcasing Magic, at which time they will decide whether or not to manage the group. As managers for Ted Nugent, Nanci Ryder, and Sammy Hagar, DMA will be a deciding factor in Magic’s success, according to Lehnert. DMA managed a group Lehnert and LeMoine were in, previously called Acrobat.

If accepted, DMA will book the band on national tours and in general will give the band the exposure it needs to sign with a major record label. Magic hopes to be signed by Christmas. Agents from DMA have heard Magic’s album, as well as a demo tape, and are excited about the group, said Lehnert, adding that there is one manager who has offered to manage Magic if the agency turns them down, because he feels they have the ingredients for a commercial success.

The band’s members are: Robert Lehnert (vocals and rhythm guitar), Mandy LeMoine (lead vocals, keyboards and percussion), David Singer (flute, lead guitar and keyboards), Steve Hile.

Music vocalist Robert Lehnert takes mike in hand.

Lead guitarist David Singer, left, harmonizes with lead vocalist Mandy LeMoine, right.

Lehnert doesn’t believe living in San Luis Obispo. Soon after, Mandy LeMoine joined Acrobat. Despite a contract with RCA, the band split up.

It comes as a surprise that neither Lehnert nor LeMoine have had any professional voice lessons, especially listening to LeMoine’s sweet, clear voice singing "Over the Rainbow." Being from a family of singers, she admits Barbra Streisand was among her influences.

Lehnert got his start in music when he was in seventh grade. Starting out singing at parties, he finally got his own band together at fifteen. He found the lead guitarist for his band while standing in line to see a local band.

Talking to a friend, he happened to mention his need for a lead guitarist. Someone standing behind him overheard the conversation and said, "I play lead guitar." The stranger was auditioned and admitted to the band. The lead guitarist was Ted Nugent. Nugent and Lehnert played together for three years while living in Chicago.

While Lehnert doesn’t personally care for Nugent’s music, he is struck by the intense energy Nugent generates.

Amdahl Announces... Absolutely the best career opportunity for

Facilities Mechanical Engineers
or
Facilities Industrial Engineers

Amdahl is the progressive computer company that offers an alternative in large-scale systems. And we offer large-scale career opportunities in an exciting place to work and live, the San Francisco Peninsula.

We’ll be on campus Monday, November 17 to talk to engineering students interested in applying their undergraduate training to solving real-world problems. We’ll be happy to answer any questions you have about our careers and applications, including ideas for designing and modifying sophisticated environmental and energy systems, and modifying sophisticated environmental and energy systems.

Address inquiries to your Placement Office, where you can make an appointment for an interview. Or you can address your resume to our Employment Department, Amdahl Corporation, P.O. Box 470, CAMPUS INTERVIEWS SCHEDULED:

Thursday, November 13, 1980

WES TERN DIVISION, NAVAL FACILITIES ENGINEERING COMMAND
P.O. Box 727
San Bruno, California 94066

An Equal Opportunity Employer
U.S. Citizenship Required
Poly sailor races to the top of Hobie Cat class

Sailor Linda Leth hikes out to balance her Hobie Cat sailboat to within seven points of the national championship this October in St. Petersburg, Florida. Her strong showing at the nationals has earned her an invitation to compete in the world Hobie Cat championships.

The Hobie Cat is a two-hulled sailboat designed by surfboard pioneer Hobie Alter, who also happens to be the father of Paula Alter, who also happens to be the father of Paula Alter, who also happens to be the mother of Paula Alter, who also

In an interview Wednesday, the blond and bright-eyed Leth said, "I'm here to have fun." attitude was a key to her second-place finish in Florida. A lot of the girls were getting sick, spending every morning before the races in the bathroom," Leth said.

The condition she carried into the three-day Florida experience gave me an advantage, "it all clicked," for the confident Leth in Florida. The Hobie Cats were light at the nationals, and my experience gave me an advantage. If it had been windy, I probably wouldn't have done as well," she said.

Leth now looks forward to the world Hobie Cat championships coming up next week in the Caribbean paradise of St. Croix. This year she'll crew for the skipper of a 16-footer, Don Ollmann of Orange County. After that, the said she would like to go to school on the east coast, where women's sailing has a longer tradition, and where she'll find new goals.

"It's kind of a letdown when you achieve your goals," she said. But Leth seems to have her success, and her love of sailing in perspective.

"For some people, sailing can be a way of life. But I'm a student as well as a sailor. The friends I've made through sailing are more important to me than winning."
Coach Mike Wilson’s women’s volleyball squad faces a tough road schedule as the next nine days.


The match was crucial for the Mustangs as Northridge was one game in back of Cal Poly for second place honors in the Southern California Athletic Association (SCAA) conference. Northridge fell to 14-4 overall and 5-4 in league play.


Wilson’s team won’t have a chance to take it easy as it begins a five-game swing through the Hawaiian Islands tonight, four games against the University of Hawaii-Hilo. Poly plays Hilo Saturday night also.

Hilo is 11-4 overall and all eight of its 1980 opponents are Division II schools. BYU lost a two-hour, four game match to Honolulu which the school. BYU lost a two-hour, four game match to Honolulu which the school.

Cal Poly Pomona won twice against the University of Hawaii-Hilo.

Cal Poly San Luis Obispo football team has outscored its last three opponents by a 101-34 margin. Cal Poly Pomona on the other hand has scored 100 points in its last eight games.

Cal Poly holds down the No. 12 position with its 23-5 overall mark. Honolulu is fresh off of an impressive second place finish in the UCLA Invitational. Poly finishes the island trip with a Thursday night game with BYU.

When the Mustangs tangle with Cal Poly Pomona on Nov. 14 and Cal State Los Angeles on Nov. 15.

Cal Poly’s 7-2 league mark leaves it two games behind unbeaten Santa Clara (30-14), UC Davis State (20-17), and losses to Southern California (35-21), Portland State (9-3), and San Francisco (37-3).

Meanwhile, Robbie Martin’s three touchdowns last week gave him a good chance of having Cal Poly SLO’s best game ever. Martin has scored 86 points to date. Former running back Gary Davis, ranked 10th in NCAA Division II passing efficiency and seventh in total offense.

Mustang tailback Louis Jackson will need only 12 yards against the Broncos to have his second 1,000-yard rushing season. He ran for 1,171 yards in 1978. Jackson was the top rusher in Division I during the last week’s action against Cal State-Bakersfield.

Meanwhile, Robbie Martin’s three touchdowns last week gave him a good chance of having Cal Poly SLO’s best game ever. Martin has scored 86 points to date. Former running back Gary Davis, ranked 10th in NCAA Division II passing efficiency and seventh in total offense.

Mustang football team has outscored its last three opponents by a 101-34 margin. Cal Poly Pomona on the other hand has scored 100 points in its last eight games.
Bengals face Oakland in key AFC showdown

OAKLAND (AP) - The Cincinnati Bengals and Oakland Raiders have more in common this season than victories over the Super Bowl champion Pittsburgh Steelers. Both carry excellent defensive statistics into Sunday's National football League game. The Bengals, however, have not come up with enough offense and stand 3-6. Cincinnati's defense, featuring the three-man line composed of Ross Browner, Wilson Whiteley and Eddie Edwards, has allowed an average of only 17.7 points per game and ranks fourth in the American Conference based on yielded yardage.

The Raiders rank sixth in team defense among AFC teams and fourth in offense. That balance has produced a 6-3 record, putting Coach Tom Flores' team in a tie with San Diego for the AFC West lead.

"In Pittsburgh, the offense didn't," quarterback Jim Plunkett said after last Sunday's 16-10 triumph over the Miami Dolphins. "But we won by putting a lot of points on the board. Today, the defense played great and the offense didn't," Plunkett said after last Sunday's 16-10 triumph over the Miami Dolphins. "The Raiders outscored the injury-torn Steelers 45-34 on Oct. 20, eight days after the Bengals edged the champions 17-16. On the third weekend of the season, Cincinnati handed the Steelers a 30-28 defeat.

Charles Alexander goes into this weekend as the Bengals, leading rusher, averaging 4.5 yards per carry. The Raiders' top two running backs, Kenny King and Mark van Eeghen, have combined for 1,019 yards to complement the passing Plunkett, who has tossed 12 touchdown passes including nine in the current winning streak.
Soccer team bids for second place

Coach Wolfgang Gartner's Cal Poly soccer squad, relegated to the fact that his Mustangs must settle for a second place finish in the California Athletic Association (CCAA), closes out the conference campaign on the road this weekend.

Cal Poly closes out the CCAA action against two rivals who are also vying for runner up honors in the conference.

The Mustangs play at Chapman College tonight before meeting Cal State Northridge Saturday afternoon. The Mustangs are 5-5-2 overall and 4-3-1 in CCAA play.

After Cal State Dominguez Hills handed Cal Poly a 1-0 defeat last weekend, the Mustangs were thrust into a four-team scuffle for second place in the conference. Cal State Los Angeles (7-3 in the CCAA) clinched first place.

The Toros of Cal State Dominguez Hills scored the game's only goal midway through the first half and frustrated Cal Poly, which had numerous opportunities to score and controlled the ball throughout most of the game.

Currently tied with 10 points apiece for second place is Northridge (5-4-0) and Dominguez Hills (4-3-2) while the Mustangs and Chapman have identical 4-3-1 records for nine points apiece.

The Mustangs knocked off both clubs at home in Mustang Stadium earlier in the year. Cal Poly dropped Chapman by the score of 3-2, and Northridge, 3-1.

After a poor start, Chapman has improved its overall record to 7-7-3.

Cal Poly senior forward Jaime Saucedo leads the Mustangs in goals scored with nine, while freshman Brett Rosenthal has five.

The Mustangs will close out the 1980 campaign at home Wednesday night in Mustang Stadium as they host non-conference foe Fresno State. The game is slated for a 7:30 p.m. start.

The Cal Poly Mustang soccer team closes out the conference schedule on the road this weekend and then finishes the home campaign on Wednesday night. Key figures in Poly's quest to finish second in the conference are (from left) Rich ten Bosch, Jaime Saucedo, Randy Cutting and Paul Schlavin.

Swimmers set for relays

Coach Kathy Barthels' Cal Poly women's swim team opens its preseason campaign in the Southern California Athletic Association conference pre-season relay meet at Northridge.

Barthels' squad will have familiar faces from last year as she lost only two swimmers to graduation, but returning All-American diver Debbie Forehand will have to sit out the season because of a knee injury.

At the Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women Division II swimming and diving nationals last season, Cal Poly set national records in the 50- and 100-yard breaststroke and the 200- and 400-yard medley relays.

All of the swimmers responsible for those records—Traci Serpa, Lori Bottem, Heather Davis, Pam Miao and Lori Thompson—are back for Barthels this year and will be at the pre-season relays.

On Wednesday, Cal Poly hosts Fresno State in the outdoor pool beginning at 4 p.m.
A victimless crime

James, a 22-year-old Cal Poly ornamental horticulture major, prides himself on a few pot plants he grows in his backyard for fun and as potential drug entertainment. He does not classify his use of marijuana as extensive; he usually smokes a joint or two at night with friends, after he has completed three or four hours of study and a long day of classes. It relaxes him, much like the overrated martini relaxes the tired business executive from a long day at the office.

Getting loaded. It's a social and cultural phenomenon which is introduced to almost every teenager during high school and affects all of our throughout our lives in one way or another.

Take the case of Lisa, 18, a new student at Cal Poly who moved to Arroyo Grande last September. Pot is prevalent, along with alcohol, at on-campus and off-campus parties Lisa attends. Marijuana is available in the dorms; she could easily buy a lid of sensenial or a gram of hashish but a purchase is rare for Lisa. She usually enjoys only a toke or two now and then at a Friday night party.

There's a question of human rights here. Lisa and Jim choose to grow and smoke pot, yet it's illegal for them to introduce the substance into their own bodies. If a cruising police officer gets a whiff he can grab a search warrant and confiscate the cannabis to book Jim for cultivation. Lisa could get busted at one of those parties she attends, especially on campus.

And what would these students get busted for? Smoking pot is a decision they made by themselves, they did not have a gun held to their heads nor were they hurting others by their actions. They were committing a "victimless crime."

One should ask the question, "If smoking and growing small amounts of marijuana were not a crime, would society gain or lose?"

Society and citizens would gain so much in addition to a basic human right. Even if smoking marijuana affects your moral sensibilities, you are faced with no threat from the activity and whether or not someone else smokes in their own home has no effect on you.

If marijuana was legalized, the loser would be organized crime, not society. Thousands of pounds of pot are smuggled into the United States from all over the world and organized crime is the liaison between transporters, paying off government officials to reach the customers. Illegal organizations reap the profits from drugs when the government could easily tax the growth and sale of marijuana and therefore gain.

The most vexing problem with the marijuana crime is that its social impact is minimal while the cost of busting people is exorbitantly high. It does not pay to spend our tax dollars to combat the growth or inhibition of small amounts of pot. A familiar and often used example is the nation's experience with Prohibition is the 1920s.

It's significant that all the arrests made in the United States in 1975, more than 25 percent were for drug-related offenses. If the economic and manpower input were diverted from time-consuming marijuana arrests to controlling the use of hard drugs and the despicable activities of organized crime our taxpaying money would be much better spent.

Remember the days of Al Capone when government ineffec-tively tried to combat organized crime? Or how about the past ten years when government has largely ignored underground activities? Rather than the old-fashioned methods, we should legalize marijuana to cut organized crime off at its source. We could abolish one of its most money-making activities — the smuggling of marijuana into our country.

Make your position known. Support a change in the marijuana laws and divert funds from organized crime back into our own pockets.

Letters

The dog killing: an eyewitness account

Editor:

I'd like to respond to the latest rash of stories involving the dog shooting printed in this paper.

I was there: I saw what happened and how it happened. The dog was shot not once, but a ten month old pup. The boy who was supposed to be responsible with the gun, shot the dog three times, egged on by a teacher who was supposed to be a vet. This vet was in his truck 10 feet from the dog, yelling "Kill it, kill it. By the time I got to the dog, these respon-sible people (I refuse to call them Aggies) had left it for dead, when in fact it was alive and suffering greatly. I had to get them to have the pup put out of misery. The boy then, holding the rifle with one hand, shot the dog three MORE times before it was dead.

I picked up the bloody carcass and took care of it for the owner, who was in shock. She had just witnessed the kill ing of her best friend. Since that day everybody seems to be ready to make their own little judgement of CPF, and several students included. Yesterday, I took down a poster from the Ag Building with a dead dog on it, and words announcing a "dog shoot." Donna Kuck asked in her letter, "How would you feel if you had a gun handy and saw a dog attacking your animals?" There would be a lot of things I would do before I shot a poor SIX times Greg Martin cries lavish law. how many dogs have you seen lately with a leash on this campus? TOO FEW. Robin Earl IS absolutely right, stereotyping Aggies is wrong—people are people.

A Friend
Frank Marienne

Country not founded upon religious principles

Sir:

Year 6 opinion page featured an editorial which contained a remarkable sequence of words: "... the Judeo-Christian values upon which this country was founded." I do not wish to question your stance as regards the death penalty. However, I am concerned about your perceptions of how and why this country was established.

One of the cornerstone foundations was freedom of religion and the separation of church and state. I am unaware that the federal government of the United States, or any state government, conducts its official business in accordance with the doctrines of Judeo-Christianity.

I would be most eager to see the citation from the Constitution which declares the United States to be founded on Judeo-Christian values. My suspicion is that the United States was founded upon no religious basis whatsoever.

W.E. Breck

Master's thesis, costume ruined

Editor:

It is appalling and degrading that the costumes for the upcoming play JB were "borrowed" in order to satisfy a immature desire for Halloween costumes. Although the costumes have been returned, they have been permanently defaced and stained, making them unusable. There are not enough words that can convey the time and energy that went into designing and constructing these costumes. I would like to tell these people not only were the costumes for the play, but they were also the basis of my Master's thesis on costume design. With the costumes being permanently defaced and stained, this makes their use for my master's thesis impossible. Thus, I no longer have a master's thesis to show my committee members.

I am just wondering if the "borrow ing" of the costumes was really worth the destruction of my master's thesis. This immature desire of some idiots set my whole paper back by a year, making it impossible for me to complete my graduate studies this June.

Kathy Evans

Editor